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Abstract: With quick improvement in the field of network, everything becomes online. Remote user
authentication is a mechanism in which remote server verify the correctness of user over common
or public channel. Remote user authentication can be Single server authentication or Multi server
authentication. The disadvantage of single server authentication is that the user needs to recall user
id and password for each service, he/she need to utilize, however it can overcome by Multi-server
authentication in which user needs to register himself with Registration Center (RC) for the first run
through and after that onwards he can utilize each service (which are given by servers, associated with
RC) by recollecting only one user id and password. In this paper, we analyze Chen’s authentication
scheme (based on multi server authentication) and show that this scheme is vulnerable to password
guessing attack, replay attack, RC spoofing attack, session key verification attack and perfect forward
secrecy attack. In this Paper, we propose a biometric based remote user authentication scheme in
multi-server environment. Proposed scheme is more secure and efficient as compared to chen’s
scheme[23].
Keywords: Multi-server, Smart card, Biometrics, Three factor authentication

0. Introduction
These days the popularity of web is expanding massively. Everything is accessible on web
i.e. online services. In recent trends user does not go physically any place to get to a few services,
but rather user remotely get to those services over web by giving his/her accreditation’s. So users’
information or data goes through unreliable or open channel. As all the correspondence and
information exchange is done on open or basic channel, it is a major test to secure the information
against various sorts of attacks. For that, system needs to authenticate (i.e. is the remote user who
he/she claims to be) and authorize (i.e. is the remote user has rights to get to specific administration)
the remote user. This preparing advancement is only Remote User Authentication plot. Conventional
system for remote user authentication incorporates password table at server side, however these
days the entire situation changes as Smart Card comes in the picture. Smart card is only a plastic
card or pocket estimate card having inserted microchip that can be stacked with data or information.
Smart card can used to give authentication, storage of information and so forth. Multi server
authentication can be of any kind: Two factor authentication or Three factor authentication. It is
comprehended why it is 2-factor authentication, 3-factor authentication and which parameters
choose this factor in authentication. Authentication should be possible by underneath three parameters:
(1) What Remote user Know (Password, PIN)
(2) What Remote user Has (Mobile, RFID, Smart card, E-token)
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(3) Who Remote user is (Bio metrics)
In 1981, Lamport [1] presented password based validating the remote user over an open or regular
channel. It had three issues, so for the arrangement of them it utilizes one path work for encoding the
secret key. This framework stores the user’s password at server side, such a large number of attacks are
conceivable on this framework. Remembering the ultimate objective to deal with the authentication
related issues and strengthen the security of the structure, smart card based authentication plans are
presented.
To solve the issue of Lamport’s plan in 2003, Aoshima et al [2] (US Patent - One time Logon
Method) present the difference among authentication and authorization and they said in regards to
one time password for diminish the danger of impersonation of password. Lee et al [3] proposed a
remote user authentication scheme based on two factor authentications. In 2006, Cheng’s scheme [6]
gave brief idea about the interaction between multiple servers and end user device. It will be like multi
server domain.
Some of the schemes [3–20] have the advantage like it needn’t bother with any password table,
rather they use Smart Card. In 1999, Hwang and Li [8] and Sun proposed a new authentication scheme
using a smart card to improve the efficiency without using password table. But, these schemes don’t
permit remote users to uninhibitedly Select and update their passwords. In 2009, Xu et al [5] proposed
Smart card based authentication scheme which based on the assumption that both user’s password
and smart card are not stolen by attacker. Suppose user’s smart card is stolen by attacker and attacker
doesn’t know the password.
In 2006, Cheng’s scheme [6] introduces a interaction of multiple server with end device. In order to
cope up with the drawback of password table authentication and two factor authentication Li et al [8]
proposed a three factor means biometrics-based authentication scheme in 2009. The scheme mutually
authenticates both the communicating parties and rather using synchronized clock for preventing
Replay attack, it uses random number.
All the scheme [1–23] having some security issues like some of the scheme are weak against
password guessing attack, forgery attack, user impersonation attack and many more. As shown in
above figure we analyze the different authentication schemes. Some of the recent schemes on new
technologies are proposed in [24–31], [32–40], we recommend readers to study these.
So the primary issue is security concerns. In past plan, they utilize password table to stores the
password at server side either in the plain content or in encrypted arrangement however then likewise
a few attacks like server caricaturing or privileged insider can be conceivable. So to take out the issue
of password table these days Smart card comes in the situation. Authentication data is put away inside
the smart card and it will give ease approach to change your password all the more safely.
1. Review of Chen’s Scheme
In this section, we will present a brief review of Chen’s Scheme [23]. In his scheme, there are four
phases mentioned:
1) Registration Phase
2) Login Phase
3) Authentication Phase
4) Password Change Phase.
1.1. Registration Phase
In this phase, User selects IDi , PWi and r. Identity of the user IDi and Hashing of random
number r and Password PWi is sent over secure channel for User registration. Registration center
perform some calculation. Here x and y is secret key generated by the RC. After performing the
operations RC created smart card and passes it to user over secure channel.
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Step 1: User computes h(r ⊕ PWi ) and sends IDi and h(r ⊕ PWi ) over secured channel to the server.
Step 2: Server computes Ri = h(h(r ⊕ PWi )), Mi = h( Ri ||h( x ⊕ y)), Ei = Mi ⊕ h(r ⊕ PWi ), Li =h(IDi || x),
Wi = Li ⊕ h( IDi ||h(r ⊕ PWi )), Fi = h(Li ).
Step 3: Server generates smart card SC = {Wi ,Ei ,Fi ,h(.),h(y)} and send it to user in secured manner.

1.2. Login Phase and Authentication Phase
In login phase, User inputs IDi and PWi . Then at user side some operation is performed and then user
send parameter set m1 to the remote server for login purpose. In authentication phase, Server perform
some operation to validate the user and send parameter m2 to the user. Now user verifies the server
and send parameter set m3 to the server. Thus both the parties mutually authenticate each other and
draws session key.
Step 1: User computes Li = Wi h( IDi ||h(rPWi )), Fi ∗ = h(Li ) then check Fi ∗ ?= Fi , if this is verified.
Step 2: User generates random number Ni and computes Mi = Ei h(rPWi ), Ri = h(h(rPWi )), Gij =
Ri h(h(y)|| Ni ||SID j ), CIDi = h(rPWi )h( Li || Mi || Ni ), Hij = Li h( Mi || Ni| |SID j ), Zi = h(Ei || Mi || Ni ). and
Sends message m1={CIDi , Gij , Hij , Zi , Ni } to server on open channel.
Step 3: After receiving message from user server computes Ri = Gij ⊕ h(h(y)|| Ni ||SID j ), Mi =
h( Ri ||h( x ||y)), Li = Hij ⊕ h( Mi || Ni ||SID j ) ,h(r ⊕ PWi ) = CIDi ⊕ h( Li || Mi || Ni ) ,Ei = Mi ⊕ h(r ⊕ PWi ),
h(Ei || Mi || Ni ) ?= Zi , Generates random number Nj and compute Vij = h(Ei || Ni || Mi ||SID j ). Generates
message m2 = {Vij ,Nj } and send to user.
0

Step 4: User computes h(Ei || Ni || Mi ||SID j ) ?= Vij , Vij = h(Ei || Nj || Mi ||SID j ). Generates message m3 =
0

Vij and send it to server on open channel.
0

Step 5: Server receives message and computes h(Ei || Nj || Mi ||SID j ) ?= Vij , SK = h(Ei || Ni || Nj || Mi ||SID j ).
Step 6: User also computes session key SK = h(Ei || Ni || Nj || Mi ||SID j ).
1.3. Password Change Phase
In this phase, User can enter his/her credentials and after the validation he/she can change password
without any interaction with server.
Step 1: User provides IDi and PWi than system computes Li = Wi ⊕ h( IDi ||h(r ⊕ PWi )) ,Fi ∗ = h(Li ),
and verifies Fi ∗ ?= Fi Select PWinew , rnew and computes Winew = Li ⊕ h( IDi ||h(rnew ⊕ PWinew )) , Einew =
Ei ⊕ h(r ⊕ PWi ) ⊕ h(rnew ⊕ PWinew ).
Step 2: Updates smart card SC = {Winew , Einew , Fi , rnew , h(.), h(y)}.
2. Cryptanalysis of Chen’s Scheme
In this section, we analyzed the drawbacks of Chen’s Authentication scheme[23].
2.1. Password Guessing Attack
In Authentication phase, there is parameter called Vij0 = h( Ei k Ni k Mi kSID j ). In this parameter the value
of Nj (server nonce) can be intercept because it is in plain text in Second parameter Set m2, the value of
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SID j (Server’s identity) can be known to everyone, the value of Ei can be intercept if attacker get the
Smart card (because smart card contains the parameter Ei ). So we have only one parameter which is
unknown, but Mi = h(r ⊕ PWi )⊕ Ei . So as per rules of X-OR if we have any of the two operands out of
three, we can get the last one. Attacker tries new password PWi0 and if this password is correct one
then from this Computation Mi0 = h(r ⊕ PWi0 )⊕ Ei . We can get the right value of Mi . and thus we have
all four correct values which is used in Vij0 so we get it correct and impersonation as genuine user.
2.2. Replay attack
Whenever attacker tries to send the same message which is intercepted before some time, it is called
Replay Attack. In Chen’s Scheme in authentication phase, if attacker intercept the first parameter set
m1= CIDi , Gij , Hij , Zi , Ni and send the m1 to server after a while. Server computes Ri , Mi , Li , Ei and
compare Zi ?= h( Ei || Mi || Ni ) and then generates Server nonce Nj . if the user is not genuine then also
server compute these much operation means eight time hash function and six XOR function after that
it will know the user is legal one or not. It wastes the CPU resources and take more time for only
verification of the user.
2.3. RC Spoofing Attack
If Registration Center act as attacker, then attacker has all the resulting values for which it will perform
computation. So in Registration Phase RC has get resulting parameters Ri , Mi , Ei , Li , Wi , Fi . Now
we can think that in this scheme Session key can be computed in authentication Phase like SK =
h( Ei || Ni || Nj || Mi ||SID j ), where Ni (user nonce) and Nj (Server Nonce) can be intercept from public
channel, SID j is known to everyone and rest of the parameters Ei and Mi can be got easily as it is at
RC and RC is the attacker. So now attacker has all five parameters of Session key so it will impersonate
as legal user.
2.4. Perfect forward secrecy
In Authentication phase, the value of Vij0 = h( Ei || Nj || Mi ||SID j ), thus it depends upon these four
parameters. Among those four parameters only Nj (server nonce) is random number generated by
server and is change every time otherwise for a particular user all values remain same if the user want
to use service from one particular server. So we can say that Vij0 depends upon Nj . One possibility is like
if by mistake server generates the same random number for Nj , then the value of Vij0 will be the same
which is calculated at previous when the same Nj occurs. If Nj = 1→Vij0 = 23, if Nj = 5 → Vij0 = 42
but if now Nj = 1 then it is surely Vij0 is going to be 23.
2.5. Session key verification attack
In Authentication Phase, Both the parties generate session key, SK = h( Ei || Ni || Nj || Mi ||SID j ) but
session key is not verified, so it is not the right way to provide mutual authentication before starting
the actual conversation. Before communicating messages session key should be establish and verified
by both the parties.
2.6. Performance issue
Chen’s Scheme is having too many hashing function. It will take more time to perform authentication.
In registration phase 8 hash functions are available, in Login phase 9 hash functions, in authentication
phase 9 hash functions and in password change phase 4 hash functions are available. So total 30 times
hash operation is performed. So it occupies more time and decrease the performance.
3. Proposed scheme
In this Section, we proposed new approach for multi server authentication by adopting
key agreement scheme using smart card. We apply three factor authentications in multi server
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environment. In new protocol, there are three phases:
A. Registration Phase
B. Login and Authentication Phase
C. Password Change Phase.
There are mainly three entities in our proposed algorithm:
A. Remote User
B. Registration Center
C. Server.
Three keys are generated by RC.
KFH → pre-shared key between RC and server,
MSK → secret key generated by RC for legal remote user,
FSK → secret key generated by RC for legal server, Where KFH = h( IDServer || FSK ).
3.1. Registration Phase
New User can Register himself with RC(Registration Center) and access any of the servers associated
with RC.
Step 1: User selects IDi , PWi , BMi and random number r
Step 2: SCR computes RPWi = h( PWi || H ( BMi ))orRPWi = h( PWi || IDi ||r ) then, SCR send Registration
request ( IDi , RPWi ) to Registration Center over Secure Channel.
Step 3: RC Calculates Ai = h( IDi || MSK ), Bi = Ai RPWi , then RC send the reply with parameters
Bi , Ai , Ek (.)/Dk (.), h(.) to remote user over secure channel.
L

3.2. Login and Authentication phase
In this phase mutual authentication is performed and session key is generated and verified for further
conversations.
Step 1: User enter IDi , PWi and BMi
?

Step 2: SCR Computes RPWi = h( PWi || H ( BMi )) or h( PWi || IDi ||r ) if Ai RPWi = Bi . If not equal
then the process is terminated here otherwise it performs next steps. Generate rMU and perform
RMU = rMU.P, Di = EPUBS { RMU, Ai , Bi , T1 , IDi }.
L

Step 3: Login request ( Di , T1 ) send to Server.
Step 4: Server Computes If T2 − T1 <= ∆T DSECS { Di }
Step 5: Server Send message to RC in encrypted format and the key is pre shared key KFH. So
the sent message is EKFH { Ai , IDi , T3 } and then RC Computes T4 − T3 <= ∆T , DKFH { Ai , IDi , If
?

h( IDi || MSK ) = Ai .
Step 6: RC send the response to Server ( T5 ) and Server Computes T6 − T5 <= ∆T, Generate rFA,
L
L
RFA = rFA.RMU, RPWi = Bi Ai, Fi = RMU RFA, SK = h( RFA|| IDi || RPWi || T7 )
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Step 7: Server send response to remote user (h(SK ), T7 , Fi ) and user Computes T8 − T7 <= ∆T, Get
RFA = Fi

L

?

RMU, If h(h( RFA|| IDi || RPWi || T7 )) = h(SK )

Step 8: SCR verify the Session key and Session key agreement is performed.

3.3. password change phase
User can directly change his password without any interference by RC or remote server.
Step 1: User selects IDi , PWi , BMi
Step 2: SCR Computes RPWi = h( PWi || H ( BMi )) or h( PWi || IDi ||r ), if Ai
then the process is terminated here otherwise it performs next steps.

L

?

RPWi = Bi . If not equal

Step 3: User select new password PWi∗ .SCR Computes RPWi∗ = h( PWi∗ || H ( BMi )) or h( PWi∗ || IDi ||r ),
L
Bi∗ = Ai RPWi∗ .Then Smart card Stores the parameters r, Bi∗ , Ai , Ek(.)/Dk (.), h(.).
4. Security Analysis of Proposed Scheme
4.1. Password Guessing Attack
In Password Guessing attack, attacker guesses and tries different passwords and attacker succeed
to prove him/herself as genuine one. In our Proposed scheme, attacker can use RPWi = h( PWi || H ( Bi ))
or h( PWi || IDi ||r ). So attacker can guess the password but he/she can’t guess the RPWi as RPWi
contains other parameters like Biometric of the user or Identity of the user and random number
selected by the user. So attacker does not succeed to prove him/herself as genuine user.
4.2. Replay Attack
If attacker store past login message and utilize that message to login in the server after some time
and on the off chance that he/she can effectively login in the server then it is called replay attack. In our
Proposed scheme we utilize time stamp in each message which are transmitted on open channel and
check this time stamp at target place. So in our proposed method we perform two times verification
for better security of the system.
4.3. Spoofing Attack
In Registration Center (RC) Spoofing attack, RC is an attacker. That means whatever the
parameters stored at RC at the time of registration is misused by attacker and tries to get
Session Key from that stored parameters. In our proposed work, we generate Session Key SK =
h( RFA|| IDi || RPWi || T7 ). If RC became an attacker, then also it has value of only two parameters Ai
and Bi. But we are not utilizing Ai and Bi in Session key parameters, So there is no any possibility of
this attack.
4.4. Perfect Forward Secrecy Attack
If user’s credentials or any sensitive information are bargain then attacker effectively figure the
session key, it is called Perfect Forward Secrecy attack. In our proposed scheme, we took care that our
random number is directly not concerned as one of the parameter of verification procedure. We take
one random number and then multiply it with another random number for more security and then
multiply this value with another random number and the final result is one of the parameters of session
key. Random numbers are rMU, P and rFA, We calculate RMU = rMU.P then RFA = rFA.RMU.
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And SK = h( RFA|| IDi || RPWi || T7 ). Thus, our proposed scheme is strong enough against Perfect
Forward Secrecy Attack.
4.5. Session Key Verification Property
In any of the system, Session key should be generated at both the ends and it must be verified
by any of the end, if session key is verified then system achieves session key verification property. In
our Proposed Scheme, Server generated SK = h( RFA|| IDi || RPWi || T7 ) and in public channel it would
?

be sent as h(SK ) and at user side it would be verified as h(h( RFA|| IDi || RPWi || T7 )) == h(SK ). So,
Proposed scheme accomplish session key verification property.
4.6. User Anonymity Property
At the point when user’s identity is obscure to server, it is called User Anonymity. In remote server
authentication user must be unidentifiable and untraceable. In our Proposed Scheme, Smart Card
does not store user’s identity. SC = r, Ai , Bi , Ek(.)/Dk(.), h(.). If Smart card is compromised, then also
identity of the user is not revealed. At Login time message does not contain user identity directly
Di , T1 where Di = EPub_ser { RMU, Ai , Bi , T1 , IDi }. Thus, proposed method achieves User Anonymity
property.
4.7. User Impersonation Attack
In User Impersonation attack, attacker claims that he/she is the genuine user of the system. So
for that attacker send login request to server and if server authenticate him/her then he/she can
prove him/herself as legal user. In proposed scheme attacker cannot make login request Di , T1 where
L
Di = EPub_ser { RMU, Ai , Bi , T1 , IDi } and here Ai RPWi = Bi and RPWi = h( PWi || IDi ||r ). So it is not
possible to impersonate the legal user as the value of Di depends on the identity, password, random
number and MSK. So our proposed scheme is secure against user impersonate attack.
4.8. Secure and User-friendly Password Change Phase
In Proposed scheme, if user wishes to change his/her password then it is easy to perform. In
Password Change Phase user enters his/her credentials like identity, password & random number
/ biometrics. Then Smart card verify the user if user is authenticated then user is allowed to enter
new password PWi∗ and compute the parameters RPWi∗ = h( PWi∗ || H ( Bi )) or h( PWi∗ || IDi ||r ), Bi∗ =
L
Ai RPWi∗ . And then update the smart card with the updated parameter without connected with
server or registration center.
4.9. Denial Of Service Attack
At the point when availability of the server is disrupted by attacker is called DOS attack. In our
proposed scheme we uses Biohash function for the improvement of security and reduction in time. It
is useful because in normal hashing function, if the input is biometric then avalanche effect of hash
function took more resources for more time compared to Biohash function. In Base scheme, it uses
more cpu resources to prove the legitimacy of the user but in our proposed scheme we perform less
computational operation for the same authentication purpose. Thus we reduce the wastage of CPU
resources.
4.10. Smart Card Stolen Attack
If the smart card of the genuine remote user is stolen by attacker then attacker tries to get
all the parameters from that smart card, If attacker succeed then he /she will get access of user’s
account and this attack is called Smart Card Stolen attack. In our proposed scheme, if smart card
is stolen then also attacker can’t get value of Di = EPUBS { RMU, Ai , Bi , T1 , IDi } because SC =
{r, Ai , Bi , Ek(.)/Dk(.), h(.)}. Thus, our proposed scheme withstands smart card stolen attack.
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4.11. Modification Attack
If any of the messages passed in public channel is modified by attacker then it is called modification
attack. In our proposed scheme, all the messages passed through public channel are in encrypted
format or in hashing format, so only legal user or server can access those data or interpret it. So our
scheme withstands modification attack.
4.12. Session Key Computation Attack
If attacker intercept and compute session key passed through public channel to get access
in the system then it is called Session key computation attack. In proposed scheme, SK =
h( RFA|| IDi || RPWi || T7 ), thus it uses time stamp which is auto generated, RFA = rFA.RMU which
uses random number multiplication to improve the security. So every time time stamp and this random
value are different so we can say that proposed scheme is secure against Session key computation
attack.
4.13. Mutual Authentication Property
In Mutual Authentication both the parties authenticate each other, here in our proposed scheme
RC authenticates both remote server and remote user by initially providing key MSK, FSK, KFH . In
our proposed scheme, user encrypts data with server public key and if server is able to decrypt it with
its secret key then mutual authentication between user and server is done then server encrypt data
with pre shared key and sent to RC, if RC is able to decrypt it then mutual authentication between
server and RC is done and RC authenticate user so user and RC is mutually authenticated. Thus, our
proposed scheme follows mutual authentication property.
5. Performance Analysis
For comparison, we have used two parameters:
1) Based on Timing Operation
2) Based on Security Analysis
In first parameter, we proved that our proposed scheme takes less time as compared to Chen’s scheme
and in second parameter we proved that our proposed scheme is more secure against different attacks
as compared to Chen’s scheme.
5.1. Analysis based on security
Here in table 1, we compare chen’s scheme and proposed scheme in terms of attacks. We consider
the list of attacks and compare both the schemes against those attacks As appeared in underneath
table, we demonstrated that our proposed scheme is better regarding security as proposed scheme is
more secure when contrasted with Chen’s scheme.
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Scheme
Chen’s Scheme
[23]

Proposed
Scheme

Registration
Phase
10Th + 6Tx + 4Tc

2Th + 1Tx + 3Tc

Login Phase
11Th + 9Tx + 9Tc
+1Tr

Authentication
Phase
14Th + 5Tx +
30Tc + 1Tr

6Th + 3Tx + 12Tc + 2Tr + 2Tm +1E
+ 1D +1AE +1AD

Password
Change Phase
7Th + 6Tx + 2Tc

2Th + 2Tx + 4Tc

Total
42Th + 26Tx
+ 45Tc +2Tr =
40.45ms
10Th + 6Tx +
19Tc +3Tr +
2Tm + 1E + 1D
+ 1AE + 1AD=
13.34ms

Table 2. Comparison based on Timing

Attack
Password Guessing Attack
Replay Attack
Denial of Service Attack
Stolen smart card attack
RC Spoofing attack
Modification attack
Perfect forward secrecy attack
User anonymity attack
Session key verification attack
User impersonation attack
Session key computation attack
Mutual authentication attack

Chen’s scheme
Insecure
Insecure
secure
secure
Insecure
secure
Insecure
secure
Insecure
Secure
Secure
Secure

Proposed scheme
Secure
Secure
Secure
Secure
Secure
Secure
Secure
Secure
Secure
Secure
Secure
Secure

Table 1. Comparison based on security

5.2. Analysis Based on Timing
Here in table 2, we compare chen’s scheme and proposed scheme in terms of Timing. We took the
time taken by hash function, exclusive or function, concate function, symmetric and asymmetric
encryption/decryption function etc. and so forth to calculate the time taken by plan to confirm
the remote user. As appeared in the underneath table, we demonstrated that our proposed work
diminishes the overhead to validate the user when contrasted with base scheme.

6. Conclusions
we have analyzed different attacks in multi-server environment. We performed numerical
analysis for Chen’s authentication scheme. We found that his scheme is vulnerable to Password
Guessing attack, Replay attack, Registration Center Spoofing attack, Perfect Forward Secrecy attack
and Session Key Verification attack. We proposed scheme which is secure against the above specified
attacks and other attacks. Thus, Proposed scheme provides more security and takes less time as
compared to Chen’s Scheme to authenticate the user.
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